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INTRODUCTION

The conversion and utilization of carbon dioxide have been widely studied.¹⁻⁵ In recent years, much progress has been made in directly converting carbon dioxide hydrogenation into high-value-added compounds.⁶⁻¹⁵ Many prestigious journals have been devoted to studying carbon dioxide utilization technologies, such as Greenhouse Gases: Science & Technology and Journal of CO₂ Utilization.¹⁶⁻¹⁹ At the moment, the quantity of CO₂ that can be recycled is quite restricted, necessitating more research and development activities, which necessitate the development of chemical conversion routes for large-scale CO₂ utilization.²⁰ However, CO₂ hydrogenation is thermodynamically limited due to its high stability and low reactivity. The key to converting CO₂ into chemicals is to activate stable CO₂ molecules, which generally require catalysts to participate in chemical reactions.

CO₂ hydrogenation to methanol may have different reaction pathways, and the active site for Cu-based catalysts has been controversial. There are currently three views on the active centre of copper-based catalysts for the preparation of methanol: Cu¹⁻Cu⁴⁺ is the active centre;²¹⁻²³ Cu⁰ is the active centre,²⁴ and Cu⁴⁺ is the active centre.²⁴⁻²⁶ Particularly, the strong interaction between Cu and ZnO promoted Cu dispersion and CO₂ adsorption to enhance catalytic activity.²⁷ Additionally, the fact that the migration of Zn species to Cu surface generates active sites, oxygen defects or Cu-Zn surface alloy may facilitate CO₂ hydrogense to methanol.²⁷

Moreover, some other researchers think that copper metal alone is inactive for carbon monoxide hydrogenation and that the amount of Cu⁰ on the surface of alkali-doped unloaded copper catalysts affects the methanol synthesis activity.²⁸⁻³⁰ CuO is easily reduced to metallic Cu with H₂,³⁰ but the presence of H₂O or CO₂ can maintain copper in its Cu⁺ state.³¹⁻³³ and ZnO will stabilize Cu⁰ species.³⁴ Although these details have been reasonably well established, the active centre of the copper species has been the subject of debate.³⁴⁻³⁶ It has been reported that both Cu⁰ and Cu⁺ species are necessary for methanol production, and the ratio of Cu⁺:Cu⁰ determines the specific activity of methanol is also a new idea.³⁶ However, Okamoto et al.³⁷ investigated the active species of the CuO-ZnO catalyst using characterization such as XPS and hypothesized that the CuO-Cu²⁺ two-dimensional layer formed the active site for methanol synthesis at low temperature and high pressure.

Acetylacetonate salt is a readily available and inexpensive compound widely used as homogeneous catalysts such as epoxidation, esterification, and benzoylation of various alcohols.³⁸⁻⁴⁰ Saberi et al.⁴¹ found that the Cu⁴⁺-acac complex anchored on magnetic nanoparticles is an efficient magnetically separable and stable catalyst. Moreover, Coskun et al.⁴² prepared the catalysts of Cu⁴⁺ and Ni⁰ acetylacetonates anchored onto Siral 80, which immobilized derivatives exhibited significant CO₂ conversion efficiency. It is unfortunate, a sudden reduction in the conversion after the second usage. Toyir et al.⁴³ reports new gallium-promoted copper-based catalysts prepared by co-impregnation of methoxide-acetylacetonate (acac) precursors from methanolic solutions onto silica and zinc oxide supports. The maximum value for the activity was 378 g MeOH kg⁻¹ h⁻¹ at 543 K, with a selectivity of 88% towards methanol production. Chen et al.⁴⁴ reported that a highly efficient synthesis of cyclic carbonates from olefins and CO₂ has been achieved by the use of a molybdynyl acetylacetonate (MoO(acac)₃) quaternary ammonium salt catalytic system with tert-butyl hydroperoxide as an oxidant through a one-pot multistep process.

This study reveals the reason for enhanced catalytic performance and stability in the Cu/ZnO catalyst with acetylacetone-modified precursors. The Cu/ZnO catalyst was well mixed via the hydrothermial method with Cu⁴⁺ and Zn⁰ acetylacetonates (Scheme 1).

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

Cu(NO₃)₂·3H₂O (analytical purity, Sinopharm Group, China),
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Zn(NO$_3$)$_2$·6H$_2$O (analytical purity, Sinopharm Group, China), NaOH (analytical purity, Sinopharm Group, China), acetylacetone C$_5$H$_8$O$_2$ (Tianjin Xingfu Fine Chemical Research Institute, China), self-prepared acetylacetone copper Cu(C$_5$H$_8$O$_2$)$_2$ and zinc acetylacetonate Zn(C$_5$H$_8$O$_2$)$_2$.

Preparation of Cu-ZnO catalysts with different copper-zinc ratios

First, Cu$^6$ acetylacetone and Zn$^8$ acetylacetone were prepared by co-precipitating Cu(OH)$_2$ and Zn(OH)$_2$ with acetylacetone, respectively. Then, as an example, take Cu: Zn = 6:3 (ratio of the metal ions) and twice as much NaOH as metal ions. We weighed 0.06 mol of Cu(C$_5$H$_8$O$_2$)$_2$ and 0.03 mol of Zn(C$_5$H$_8$O$_2$)$_2$ and then weighed 0.18 mol of NaOH and prepared into a 300 mL aqueous solution while placing them in a hydrothermal reactor. The hydrothermal reactor was placed in an oven and reacted at a temperature of 180 °C for 24 h. After the reaction is over, the reactor was cooled to room temperature. The solution in the reactor was then filtered and washed five times with deionized water, the filter cake was dried in an oven at 70 °C for 24 h, and residual organic were roasted in a nitrogen atmosphere at 300 °C to give the catalyst, recorded as CZ-6:3 (Scheme 1).

The catalyst obtained by only changing the metal ions ratio of copper and zinc by the same method is 5:4 and 4:5, named CZ-5:4, CZ-4:5. Then the catalyst with Cu:Zn of 5:4 prepared by conventional hydrothermal method with nitrates was used, and the pure copper catalyst prepared by the same method using only copper acetylacetone, named as normal, Cu 100%.

![Scheme 1. Schematic diagram of the preparation of a CuZn catalyst using the acetylacetonate salt precursor](image)

**Catalyst characterization**

**Catalyst characterization means**

XRD (X-ray diffractometer) method was used to characterize the surface and structure of the catalyst. Measurements were performed on a desktop XRD (Rigaku D/max-RC, Japan) equipped with a CuKα radiation source, at 40 kV and 100 mA, in the scanning angle (2θ) range 10-90° at a scanning speed of 2° min$^{-1}$. The specimen was prepared by packing around 0.2 g of sample powder in a glass holder.

Different valence composition of the surface metal of the sample was determined using XPS (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, Thermo Kalpha, USA) using Al-Kα radiation (1486.6 eV, 6 mA × 12 KV) and a correction method based on surface contamination Cls (284.8 eV).

H$_2$-TPR (temperature program reduction), O$_2$-TPD (temperature program oxidize), CO$_2$-TPD (temperature programmed desorption), and H$_2$-TPD were carried out on a Quanta chrome automated chemisorption analyzer (ChemBET pulsar TPR/TPD, USA). For H$_2$-TPR, 0.03 g of pellets (20-40 mesh) of catalyst was loaded in a quartz U-tube, heated from room temperature to 200 °C at the heating rate of 10 °C min$^{-1}$, and maintained for 30 min in He flows. Then, the samples were cooled to room temperature, then heated to 900 °C in a 10% H$_2$/Ar flow at a 30 mL min$^{-1}$. The H$_2$ consumption in the H$_2$-TPR process was continuously monitored as a function of increasing temperature using a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). The O$_2$-TPD program, in contrast to the H$_2$-TPR program, only changes the action gas (4% O$_2$/He); the rest remains unchanged. For CO$_2$ temperature-programmed desorption (CO$_2$-TPD for short), 0.1 g of catalyst of pellets (20-40 mesh) were loaded into a quartz U-tube, the gas flow rate was 30 mL min$^{-1}$, and the heating rate was 10 °C min$^{-1}$. Moreover, they are reduced at 300 °C and adsorbed at 40 °C. The CO$_2$-TPD characterization step of the catalyst without reduction will only bypass the first step, the H$_2$ reduction step and the rest remains unchanged. The H$_2$-TPD program, in contrast to the CO$_2$-TPD program, only changes the action gas (H$_2$); the rest remains unchanged.

The SEM (scanning electron microscope) and TEM (transmission electron microscope) measurements were performed on a Tecnai G2 TF30 S-Twin high-resolution transmission electron microscope (FEI Company, Netherlands).

**In-situ DRIFTS** analyze species adsorbed on catalyst surfaces (diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy, VERTEX 70v, Bruker, Germany). In CO$_2$ adsorption, the catalyst was first reduced in a 10% H$_2$/Ar atmosphere at 300 °C for 30 min and then purged with high-purity Ar gas at 300 °C for 30 min at a flow rate of 30 mL min$^{-1}$. After cooling to the desired temperature, the CO$_2$ gas was switched to the reaction cell, and the FTIR spectrometer continuously records the functional groups on the sample surface. The catalysts that have not undergone H$_2$ pre-reduction will reduce the first step of H$_2$ reduction and remain unchanged. For CO$_2$ methanation, the catalyst is reduced in the same atmosphere for 30 min, followed by argon purging for 30 min. After that, the CO$_2$/H$_2$ (1:3) gas is switched to the reaction cell, and the FTIR spectrometer continuously records the functional groups on the sample surface. The catalysts that have not undergone H$_2$ pre-reduction will reduce the first step of H$_2$ reduction and remain unchanged.

**Catalytic performance evaluation**

Catalytic experiments were performed in a fixed-bed continuous flow microreactor (self-built). The catalyst activity evaluation process is divided into two stages with 0.5 g catalyst: reduction and reaction. Reduction stage: at atmospheric pressure, the preheater was set at 200 °C, the reactor is set at 300 °C, the reactor is injected with industrial hydrogen, the flow rate was set at 100 mL min$^{-1}$, and 300 °C for 120 min. Reaction stage: At when the end of the reduction process, hydrogen gas was switched to a CO$_2$/H$_2$ standard gas with a molar ratio of 1:3. The gas flow rate was 100 mL min$^{-1}$, the reactor pressure was adjusted to 3 MPa, the reactor temperature was set to 280 °C and GHSV = 6000 h$^{-1}$. After stabilizing the reaction system, the products were detected and analyzed online using a gas chromatograph (Agilent Technologies 6890, USA). Then, all catalysts were evaluated by pre-reduction(r-) and non-reduction(ir-), respectively. If the evaluation of the activity of the catalyst with H$_2$ pre-reduction, the catalysts are named r-CZ63, r-CZ54, and r-CZ45. The evaluation of the activity of the catalysts without H$_2$ pre-reduction is unchanged except for the reaction stage without going through the reduction stage and directly entering the reaction stage, and they are named ir-CZ63, ir-CZ54, ir-CZ45, and all catalysts react to thermodynamic equilibrium (reaction for 8-9 h).

Under the experimental conditions presented herein, the products are mainly methanol and some CO, while the amount of methane is...
tiny and negligible. The following are the possible reaction formulas 1 to 3 involved in CO₂ hydrogenation to methanol.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CO}_2 + 3\text{H}_2 &= \text{CH}_3\text{OH} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad \Delta H_{298K} = -49.5 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1} \\
\text{Reverse water gas reaction (RWGS):} \\
\text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2 &= \text{CO} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad \Delta H_{298K} = 41.2 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1} \\
\text{CO} + 2\text{H}_2 &= \text{CH}_3\text{OH} \quad \Delta H_{298K} = -90.6 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}
\end{align*}
\]

The calculation method of CO₂ conversion rate \( X_{\text{CO}_2} \), methanol selective \( S_{\text{MeOH}} \), and methanol yield \( Y_{\text{MeOH}} \) is shown in the following formulas 4 to 6, which the \( n_{\text{in}} \) and \( n_{\text{out}} \) represent the amount of incoming and outgoing material, and \( m \) and \( t \) represent mass and time, respectively.

\[
X_{\text{CO}_2} = \frac{n_{\text{out}}(\text{CO}_2)}{n_{\text{in}}(\text{CO}_2)}
\]

\[
S_{\text{MeOH}} = \frac{n_{\text{out}}(\text{MeOH})}{n_{\text{out}}(\text{MeOH}) + n_{\text{out}}(\text{CO}) - n_{\text{out}}(\text{CH}_3\text{OH})}
\]

The STY of methanol was defined as the mass of methanol generated per gram catalyst per hour and calculated as follows:

\[
Y_{\text{MeOH}} = \frac{S_{\text{MeOH}} \times X_{\text{CO}_2} \times n_{\text{in}}(\text{CO}_2)}{m(\text{catalyst}) \times t}
\]

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Catalyst activity evaluation

Figure 1 exhibits the catalytic performance of Cu-ZnO catalysts’ CO₂ conversion rate and methanol selectivity with different copper-zinc ratios. Figure 2 is the CO₂ methanol space-time yield picture of Cu-ZnO catalysts with different copper-zinc ratios. As shown in the Figure 1, the CO₂ conversion rate of all catalysts shows an upward trend as the copper-zinc ratio increases, reaching a maximum of about 12.9% at ir-CZ63; when it is not reduced, it is at ir-CZ54 to the maximum reach is 12.5%. Except for the CZ-6:3 catalyst, the CO₂ conversion rate of the other catalysts is greater than that of the reduced catalyst when it is not reduced. All catalysts without H₂ pre-reduction have higher methanol selectivity than H₂ pre-reduced. The copper-zinc ratio is raised and subsequently lowered with each catalyst. When the ir-CZ54, the non-reduced methanol selectivity achieves a maximum of approximately 85%, and the reduced methanol selectivity reaches 77%. And it was used Aspen to simulate the whole process, and calculate the thermodynamic limit of the reaction. It is found that the performance of the catalyst has basically reached the thermodynamic limit.

As shown in Figure 2(a), the methanol yield was produced by combining the catalyst CO₂ conversion rate and methanol selectivity. Although the reduced and unreduced CO₂ conversion rates were similar to or exceeded in the high Cu:Zn ratio catalysts, the methanol selectivity was higher for both unreduced catalysts. The methanol yields of all catalysts were higher than that of the reduction catalysts. Furthermore, the methanol yield of the catalysts increased and then decreased as the Cu:Zn ratio increased. The methanol yield reached a maximum of 0.238 g₅₆₀₉ g₉₉₉ g⁻¹ h⁻¹ for the non-reduction and 0.203 g₅₆₀₉ g₉₉₉ g⁻¹ h⁻¹ for the reduction catalysts at Cu:Zn ratio is 5:4. And it far exceeds the catalysts prepared by conventional hydrothermal methods (0.136 g₅₆₀₉ g₉₉₉ g⁻¹ h⁻¹, 73.9% and 8.2%).

However, the catalysts with different Cu-Zn ratios prepared using
acetylaceionate salt precursors have higher methanol yields than normal Cu-ZnO catalysts and Cu 100% catalyst, possibly due to the synergistic effect of bimetallic species in the catalysts. In the CO$_2$ hydrogenation to methanol reaction, the catalytic performance of all non-reduced catalysts is superior to that of the reduced catalysts, with Cu$^{+}$ in the non-reduced catalysts primarily contributing to the improvement in methanol selectivity and yield. Therefore, these catalysts can be used for direct CO$_2$ hydrogenation to produce methanol without reduction pretreatment, reducing hydrogen energy consumption, simplifying operation, and lowering production costs, with the CZ-5:4 catalyst showing the best catalytic performance. As shown in Figure 2(b), there may be a problem of catalyst deactivation in the reaction under high temperature and pressure. During the stability test, the CZ-5:4 catalyst basically stabilizes after 4 h and gradually reaches thermodynamic equilibrium.

The Cu$^{+}$-ZnO interface generation and copper valence distribution

Figure 3 shows the XRD patterns of fresh Cu-ZnO catalysts with different Cu-Zn ratios, in which the main diffraction peaks of the catalyst at 20 of 29.5°, 36.3° and 42.3° correspond to the Cu$_2$O phase (110), (111), and (200) surfaces (PDF05-0667); and the main diffraction peaks of 43.3°, 50.5° at 20 belong to the cubic Cu surfaces of phase (111) and (200) (PDF85-1326). The characteristic diffraction peaks at 20 at 35.8°, 38.9°, and 48.7° correspond to the (11-1), (200), and (20-2) crystallographic planes of CuO (PDF65-2369). Moreover, the primary diffraction peaks at 31.5°, 34.5°, and 36.3° at 20 correspond to the (100), (002), and (101) crystallographic planes of ZnO (PDF41-1634), respectively. In order to investigate the role of low-valent copper and to exclude the effect of ZnO in it, the Cu 100% catalyst prepared by the same method only with copper acetylacetone was set as a control. As can be seen from the figure, the main component of the Cu 100% catalyst is Cu$_2$O. All Cu-ZnO catalysts displayed characteristic diffraction peaks of Cu, Cu$_2$O, CuO, and ZnO, showing that the catalysts included Cu, Cu$_2$O, CuO, and ZnO. The diffraction peak signal intensity of Cu and CuO is relatively weak, indicating that the surface content of Cu and CuO on the surface of the catalyst may be minimal or suitably distributed, and the pattern mainly suggests that it is present in the form of monovalent copper, that is, Cu$^{+}$. The Cu$_2$O diffraction peak on the CZ-5:4 catalyst migrates to a high angle. According to the Bragg equation, the Cu$_2$O angle increases, the crystal plane spacing $d$ decreases, and the crystal cell parameter decreases. Furthermore, compared with the Cu 100% catalyst, the Cu$_2$O peak of the CZ54 catalyst still shifted at a high angle, and this may be due to the change of the Cu$_2$O lattice spacing after more ZnO doping. At the same time, compared with CZ-4:5, its ZnO peak also shifts to a high angle, which proves that inter-metal doping leads to the reduction of cell parameters.

The catalysts all display a few micron aggregates formed of many particles, accompanied by the emergence of many particles of holes and caves, and no fixed morphology is produced, as shown in the TEM and SEM diagram of CZ-5:4 (Figure 4(a), 4(b), 4(e)). The holes created in hydrothermal processes by the breakdown of catalyst precursors facilitate the movement of reactants and products during the reaction. Figure 4(c) shows TEM lattice sizes of 0.260 and 0.245 nm correspond to ZnO (002) and Cu$_2$O (111), respectively. Figure 4(d) shows TEM lattice sizes of 0.281 and 0.173 nm correspond to ZnO (200) and Cu$_2$O (211), respectively. In Figure 4(c) and 4(d) we can find the Cu$_2$O-ZnO interface, which may be related to strong metal-support interaction. Then, the acetylaceionate precursor preparation catalyst can form dense nanostructures and abundant overlapping Cu$_2$O-ZnO interfaces. The SEM of Figure 4(e) shows that the catalysts are mainly a lamellar structure, and the EDX surface sweep at the sheet-to-sheet growth interface shows that the Cu and Zn oxides are evenly distributed at the interface, establishing a mutually expanding Cu$_2$O-ZnO interface. The creation of the Cu$_2$O-ZnO interface may be attributed to intimate contact between small-sized metal Cu$^{+}$ species and ZnO nanoparticles, consistent with the XRD and TEM results shown above (Figures 3, 4(c) and 4(d)). Therefore, Cu-ZnO catalysts prepared with acetylacetone as a precursor can promote the Cu-ZnO interface, while Cu$^{+}$ is more easily doped with ZnO intensively, thus forming an interaction between metal Cu$^{+}$ and ZnO to promote the catalytic reaction.

XPS characterization was performed to analyze the chemical states of species on the catalyst’s surface. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) shows the Cu 2p and Zn 2p XPS spectra of the catalysts with Cu:Zn = 6:3, 4:5, which show Cu 2p spectra exhibit typical core peaks located Cu 2p$_{3/2}$ at ~ 932 eV and Cu 2p$_{1/2}$ at ~ 952 eV and two satellite peaks. Since the spectrum of copper contains two satellite peaks, it is proved that the catalyst surface has CuO. Figure 5(b) depicts Zn 2p peaks at ~ 1021 and ~1044 eV, which correspond to Zn 2p$_{3/2}$ and Zn 2p$_{1/2}$ peaks of Zn$^{2+}$ species in bulk ZnO, respectively. Figures 5(c) and 5(d) shows the Cu 2p$_{3/2}$ XPS and Cu LMM spectra with peaks at ~ 932 eV attributed to Cu$^{+}$ and Cu$_2$O, ~ 934 eV attributed to Cu$^{2+}$; and ~ 568 eV attributed to Cu$^{2+}$; ~ 570 eV attributed to Cu$^{+}$. The major component on the catalyst surface remains Cu$^{2+}$, and there are Cu$_2$O and Cu$^{+}$, according to the calculation of the splitting peaks in Figure 5(c), which is consistent with the XRD results. Then, the calculated copper occupancy ratio of each valence state of the catalysts was obtained, as shown in Table 1. It can be seen that the CZ-5:4 catalyst has more low-valent copper, and its low-value copper binding energy is lower

![Figure 3. XRD patterns of Cu-ZnO catalysts with different Cu:Zn ratios and partial enlargement](image)
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than that of CZ-4:5, indicating an increase in the electron density of Cu species on the surface of the CZ-5:4 catalyst. This can be explained by the doping of Cu\textsubscript{2}O to ZnO to form defects\textsuperscript{,45} which also makes Cu\textsubscript{2}O more easily to participate in the reaction, which is consistent with the XRD results shown. And it is clear that the CZ-5:4 catalyst has the most Cu\textsuperscript{+} content, as well as the best catalytic effect, implying that Cu\textsuperscript{+} plays an important role in the catalytic process.

Moreover, surface oxygen species of the catalysts with Cu:Zn = 6:3, 5:4, 4:5 were identified by O\textsubscript{1s} spectra (Figure 6). The peaks at ~ 531, ~ 532, and ~ 533 eV on the catalysts in the energy spectrum correspond to the lattice oxygen species (O\textsubscript{L}), other weakly bound oxygen species (O\textsubscript{ad}), and surface hydroxyl groups (O\textsubscript{OH}), respectively\textsuperscript{.18,46} Notably, the binding energy of lattice oxygen in the CZ-5:4 catalyst is slightly lower than that of the other catalysts, which makes it easier for electrons to be excited on the oxygen defects. Further, more oxygen vacancies are generated by promoting electron transfer at the Cu-ZnO interface. Similarly, the oxygen species (O\textsubscript{ad}) on the surface of the CZ-5:4 catalyst have a more active chemical state. The chemical composition of the peak around 532 eV is associated with surface-adsorbed oxygen species (O\textsubscript{ad}). Typically, the ratio of O\textsubscript{ad}/O\textsubscript{total} may be used to calculate relative oxygen vacancy concentrations\textsuperscript{.47} The relative oxygen vacancy concentration of the catalyst is calculated as shown in Table 2. The proportionate order of oxygen vacancies is 19.76 (CZ-4:5) < 31.48 (CZ-6:3) < 40.43 (CZ-5:4).

Figure 4. (a, b) TEM diagram; (c, d) HRTEM plot; (e) SEM diagram and its EDX element are mapped of CZ-5:4.
Since the concentration of oxygen vacancies on the surface of the CZ-5:4 catalyst is much larger than the other ratios, the catalytic performance and activity can be improved. The Cu/ZnO catalysts prepared as acetylacetonate salt precursors all have high surface relative oxygen vacancy concentrations. The decrease in O\textsubscript{1s} binding energy also indicates the formation of a strong interaction between Cu and ZnO, resulting in oxygen defects on the Cu surface partially covered by ZnO\textsubscript{x}. Also, Cu and ZnO are fully doped to form a Cu\textsuperscript{+}-ZnO interface, which is corroborated by SEM analysis (Figures 4(e) and 4(f)) and published literature.

The copper valence ratio before the reaction is known, and we need to know the catalyst state after the reaction. Figure 7 shows Cu LMM spectra of the CZ-5:4 catalysts with reduction or not after the reaction. We can find the CZ54 catalysts after the reaction with reduction that although the Cu\textsuperscript{+} and Cu\textsubscript{0} total content increased for both catalysts, the Cu\textsuperscript{+} content in the unreduced catalyst remained high compared to the reduced catalyst. Moreover, the Cu\textsuperscript{+} had high binding energy after the reaction of the unreduced catalyst. Presumably, the binding energy of Cu\textsuperscript{+} increased with the tight

Table 1. Proportions of copper in each value of the different Cu:Zn ratios catalysts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample name</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Cu\textsuperscript{+}</th>
<th>Cu\textsuperscript{2+}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CZ-4:5</td>
<td>17.09</td>
<td>8.730</td>
<td>74.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ-5:4</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>39.61</td>
<td>53.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ-6:3</td>
<td>9.42</td>
<td>21.91</td>
<td>68.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The distribution of surface oxygen species over the catalysts with different Cu:Zn ratios and the relative oxygen vacancy concentration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>O\textsubscript{L} (%)</th>
<th>O\textsubscript{ad} (%)</th>
<th>O\textsubscript{OH} (%)</th>
<th>O\textsubscript{ad}/O\textsubscript{total}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CZ-6:3</td>
<td>58.22</td>
<td>31.48</td>
<td>10.30</td>
<td>31.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ-5:4</td>
<td>28.63</td>
<td>40.43</td>
<td>30.95</td>
<td>40.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ-4:5</td>
<td>71.19</td>
<td>19.76</td>
<td>9.05</td>
<td>19.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Calculated by using the critical area of each peak divided by the total area of O\textsubscript{1s}.
binding of ZnO. In combination with the results of the activity assessment (Figures 1 and 2), the higher Cu\(^{+}\) presence of the unreduced catalyst improves the methanol selectivity while having more active material after the reaction, indicating that the catalyst has good stability.

**Presence of the dual promotion of CO\(_2\) hydrogenation**

**Promotion of CO\(_2\) adsorption reduction**

Figure 8 depicts the CO\(_2\)-TPD spectra of Cu-ZnO catalysts with varying copper-zinc ratios. Because XRD reveals that Cu-ZnO catalysts generated by hydrothermal loading contain not only Cu\(_2\)O but also Cu and CuO, a control CO\(_2\)-TPD characterization can be performed by reduction and non-reduction pretreatment of the catalysts. There are three types of CO\(_2\) desorption peaks in the catalysts, with the low-temperature desorption peak \(\alpha\) between 250–300 °C attributable to the functional group OH on the catalyst’s surface. The peak of medium temperature desorption \(\beta\) at 300–400 °C caused by the interaction of metal ions and oxygen atoms inside the catalyst (Zn-O, Cu-O) relates to bridging adsorption and is in the medium alkaline position. Because of the poor coordination of oxygen anions (O\(^{2-}\)), horizontal adsorption has a strong alkaline position at high temperatures ranging from 450–650 °C.\(^{48}\) All non-reduced catalysts have a much larger desorption peak area than the reduced catalyst, and after reduction, only one desorption \(\beta\) peak appears. The desorption peaks of the non-reducing catalyst tend to lower first and then rise when the copper-zinc ratio decreases and the catalyst’s copper-zinc ratio is 5:4 than the lowest temperature of the desorption peak at all peaks, which is more conducive to CO\(_2\) adsorption.\(^{49}\) The figure also shows that among all the non-reducing catalysts, the catalyst CZ-5:4 has the biggest desorption peak \(\beta\) near the reaction temperature of CO\(_2\) hydrogenation to synthesize methanol, and the largest peak area, indicating that its CO\(_2\) adsorption performance is the best of these catalysts during the catalytic reaction. It is more advantageous for CO\(_2\) hydrogenation for methanol synthesis, consistent with the activity evaluation results.

In addition, a control group of pure copper catalysts was created without the addition of zinc acetylacetonate, and it can be shown that the unreduced pure copper catalysts only had high-temperature desorption peaks with large peak areas. Lack of contact between internal metal ions and oxygen atoms results in less adsorption at low and medium temperatures, but its presence primarily as Cu\(^{+}\) makes it strong for CO\(_2\) adsorption. Furthermore, the reduced catalysts are primarily present as Cu\(^{+}\), whereas the unreduced catalysts are primarily present as Cu\(^{+}\). All catalysts performed better without reduction than after reduction, and the catalyst CZ-5:4 had the lowest desorption peak temperature and the biggest peak area of any catalyst. In conclusion, XPS shows that the catalyst CZ-5:4 has the largest Cu\(^{+}\) percentage. It is hypothesized that the increased contact between Cu\(^{+}\) and ZnO during the hydrothermal process of acetylacetone precursors increases the hydrogenation of CO\(_2\) to methanol.

The catalyst was subjected to an in-situ-DRIFS spectrogram experiment of CO\(_2\) adsorption in order to investigate further the surface morphology of CO\(_2\) adsorption on the catalyst. It is reported that CO\(_2\) desorbed in moderately and strongly basic sites promote the formation of bidentate and mono-dentate carbonates, respectively.\(^{56,51}\) And Figure 9(a) shows the Cu-ZnO catalyst with different copper-zinc ratios in the in-situ DRIFTS spectra of CO\(_2\) adsorption of the catalyst. According to research, carbonates may be hydrogenated to generate formate and methoxylated, which are the significant intermediates in the hydrogenation of CO\(_2\) to methanol. As a result, the quantity of carbonate on the catalyst’s surface influences its activity. In a CO\(_2\) environment, only carbonate adsorption peaks are observed on the sample surface.\(^{48}\) To begin with, the adsorption peak in the FTIR spectrum of the reduced catalyst is very weak in all of the samples, indicating that the adsorption of CO\(_2\) by the reduced catalyst is significantly weakened; the absorption peak is more evident when the catalysts without reduction, indicating that the catalyst without reduced for the CO\(_2\) adsorption is intense. Among all non-reducing catalysts, the catalysts CZ-6:3 and CZ-5:4 have a much bigger adsorption peak area than other catalysts, which is more favorable for CO\(_2\) adsorption and has the same desorption result as for CO\(_2\)-TPD. In all catalysts, the adsorption peaks around 1100 cm\(^{-1}\) correspond to the C=O bonding vibrations of methoxy, the adsorption peaks around 1220, 1280, and 1320 cm\(^{-1}\) of monodentate carbonate and bicarbonate species, respectively. Peaks at 1520 cm\(^{-1}\) are due to C=O bonding vibrations of bidentate carbonate, while peaks at 2865 cm\(^{-1}\) are due to O−H bonding vibrations of formate.\(^{56,52}\) and the not reduced catalyst has a prominent peak, which forms more formate, which is beneficial to the catalytic process of CO\(_2\) hydrogenation. The appearance of carbonate peaks is caused by unsaturated oxygen anions (O\(^{2-}\)) (CO\(_2\) + O\(^{2-}\) → CO\(_3\)\(^{2-}\)). The strength of these carbonate peaks corresponds to the adsorption and activation capacity of CO\(_2\), and the catalysts ir-CZ63 and ir-CZ54 are significantly greater than that of other catalysts in adsorption and activation capacity of CO\(_2\).
Figure 9(b) shows the in-situ DRIFTS of CO₂ adsorbed by the CZ-54 catalyst at different reduction times and after oxidation. The telescopic vibrational peak of the bidentate carbonate species at 1520 cm⁻¹ is significantly more intense when the catalyst is not reduced than the adsorption peak, and the catalyst is stronger for half an hour of reduction than for one hour and weakened with increasing reduction time, and the adsorption peak on the oxidized catalyst is reduced. The cuprous oxide in the catalyst was reduced to copper monomers, resulting in weakened adsorption and activation of CO₂. On all catalysts, the adsorption peaks of the non-reduced catalysts were much larger than those of the reduced catalysts. The Cu=O bond vibrational peaks for the bicarbonate species at 2890 cm⁻¹ were slightly higher for the fully oxidized than the fully reduced peaks, but were much smaller than the original catalysts, presumably due to the reduced Cu⁺ in the catalysts, which weakened the ability to adsorb and activate CO₂.

In summary, all catalysts at the CO₂ adsorption performance, the non-reduced catalysts are better than the pre-reduction catalysts, with the catalysts in-CZ63 and in-CZ45 having relatively strong CO₂ adsorption performance, as well as the CO₂-TPD results being consistent with the activity evaluation. CO₂ is primarily adsorbed on the catalyst in the form of carbonate species, bicarbonate species, and formate species. Therefore, the formation of more Cu²⁺-ZnO interfaces will have higher CO₂ adsorption capacity and more easily generate carbonates.

**Promotion of H₂ dissociation and oxidation**

Figure 10 illustrates the H₂-TPR spectra of Cu-ZnO catalysts with varying copper-zinc ratios, and Table 3 lists the associated reduction peak area and temperatures. Because ZnO cannot be reduced at these temperatures, the Cu-ZnO catalyst reduction peaks correspond to copper species reduction. All the reduced peaks can be classified as four Gaussian peaks, denoted as peaks a, b, c, and d. Literature suggests that copper species in the body phase are more difficult to reduce than those in the fractional state. Copper reduction is made in steps, with Cu⁺ first reduced to Cu⁰, then Cu⁺ reverting to Cu⁰.⁴⁰,⁴¹ So that the low-temperature reduction peaks can be attributed to the reduction of surface-dispersed Cu⁺ to Cu⁰, and the second-low temperature reduction peak b peak can be attributed to the body phase of Cu⁺ being reduced to Cu⁰. The second-high reduced peak c peak belongs to the surface dispersed Cu⁰ reduced to Cu⁰, and the high-temperature reduction peak is related to the reduction of bulk phase Cu⁺.

In order to better analyze the H₂-TPR results, four Gaussian peaks were synthesized by fitting the reduction peaks, respectively attributed to the reduction peaks of dispersed CuO species and CuO species.⁵³,⁵⁴ As shown in Table 3, as copper content increases, the total area of the reduction peak increases and then decreases; the increase is because the high-valent copper content increases, so the hydrogen consumption increases, and the decrease may be because there is more Cu⁺ in the catalyst, the high-valent copper content is relatively reduced, and the hydrogen consumption decreases. Furthermore, because Cu⁺ has a high dissociation and adsorption capacity for H₂, the catalyst is simpler to reduce, and its reduction temperature will be lowered.

As shown in Figure 10, the acetylaceonate precursor Cu/ZnO catalyst, in which the CuO reduction peak a and b moves above a higher temperature (305 °C, 407 °C), much higher than that of pure CuO and Cu/ZnO alone (200 °C, 225 °C; 193 °C, 203 °C),⁵⁵ indicating CuO and ZnO have a strong metal support interaction (SMSI).⁵⁶ Similarly, the temperature of CuO reduction peaks c and d also increases; Cu⁺ interacting with ZnO has a small crystal size but is difficult to reduce, possibly due to dispersed Cu⁺ species embedded in the ZnO matrix or Cu⁺ species in close contact with ZnO at the Cu/ZnO interface.⁵⁷ The contact and pumping of Cu⁺ species with ZnO can be demonstrated by the elevated XRD angle and H₂-TPR temperature. Compared with the Yttria-doped Cu/ZnO catalyst (10.8%, 81.8%), the Cu/ZnO catalyst by acetylaceonate salt (12.9%, 85.1%) has higher conversion rate and methanol selectivity.⁵⁵

In addition, among them, the CZ-5:4 catalyst has the largest proportion of peak c and better catalytic performance. Combining the peak strength of the reduction peak with activity evaluation, we can find that the more excellent peak c (the peak of surface dispersed Cu⁺ conversion to Cu⁰), the better the catalytic action. It shows that the Cu⁺ in the catalyst has a significant dissociation and activation ability for H₂.

The H₂-TPD spectra of different copper-zinc ratio catalysts and pure copper catalysts are shown in Figure 11. The H₂-TPD spectra of different Cu:Zn ratios and pure Cu catalysts are shown in Figure 11, which shows that there are mainly three temperature desorption peaks, named α, β, and γ peaks. When the peak strength and size of the three are compared, it is not difficult to see that the desorption peak of the CZ-5:4 catalyst is the largest, which can indicate that the adsorption capacity of H₂ is the strongest, which is consistent with the activity characterization results, and also reveals that Cu⁺ has a better adsorption dissociation ability for H₂. When compared to other copper-zinc ratio catalysts, the CZ-5:4 catalyst has the most apparent peak, which is known as the low-temperature adsorption point, which has the lowest temperature and is similar to the reaction, and it can

![Figure 9. In-situ DRIFT spectra of the CO₃ adsorption on (a) Cu-ZnO catalysts with different Cu:Zn ratios; (b) a new, fully oxidized and reduced difference time the CZ-5:4 catalyst](image-url)
also be said that the CZ-5:4 catalyst can adsorb more H₂ and let more H₂ at the catalytic reaction temperature, that is, the low adsorption point. Participate in the reaction, which further enhances the catalytic reaction. In addition, the Cu 100% catalyst of copper acetylacetonate precursor had good adsorption capacity for H₂. The adsorption peaks were smaller and concentrated on the high-temperature adsorption sites compared to the ir-CZ54 catalyst. It indicates that the adsorption dissociation of H₂ is mainly in the Cu\textsuperscript{2+}-ZnO sites, and the formation of more intermetallic interfaces is favorable for H₂ dissociation and oxidation.

Moreover, the in-situ DRIFT spectral characterization for CO₂ hydrogenation reactions can further measure the catalytic reaction pathways and the catalytic performance of the catalysts. A band of methanol C–H bonding vibrations was observed at around 2940 cm\textsuperscript{-1} for all catalysts, whether reduced or not, and the band of methanol C–O stretching vibration was also detected at around 1100 cm\textsuperscript{-1}. Among them, the ir-CZ54 and r-CZ54 catalysts have higher methanol peaks. In addition, peaks corresponding to gaseous CO appeared in all catalysts at 2100 and 2200 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, matching the standard spectral comparison of CO and indicating the generation of CO during the catalytic process. Intermediate product peaks appeared between 1200 and 1800 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, and peaks at 1280 cm\textsuperscript{-1} belong to bicarbonate C–O species. Peaks around 1520 and 1540 cm\textsuperscript{-1} are related to C–O bonding vibrations of bidentate carbonate species, whereas peaks at 1750 and 2890 cm\textsuperscript{-1} are attributed to the stretching vibration peaks of the formate species. It can be found that as the copper ratio increases, the carbonate and formate peaks increase and then decrease. There are also some weak peaks between 1200 and 1800 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, which can be ascribed to water vapor formed from methanol synthesis processes.

Whether or not the catalysts were reduced, and peaks of C–H bonding vibrations owing to methane appeared at 3015 cm\textsuperscript{-1} is not apparent in comparison. The methanol peak intensity of catalyst ir-CZ54 is relatively high among all catalysts, and the methane peak is small, showing that it produces the most methanol with high selectivity, consistent with the activity evaluation results. The results show that in the reaction of CO₂ hydrogenation to methanol, the formate pathway of direct CO₂ hydrogenation and the carbonate pathway of hydrogenation through CO intermediates can occur concurrently; the catalyst CZ-5:4 without reduction has the best catalytic performance of all catalysts. Combined with the previous CO₂ in situ DRIFT adsorption analysis, we found the ir-CZ54 catalyst has the largest proportion of Cu\textsuperscript{2+}, forms more Cu\textsuperscript{2+}-ZnO interface, and has a strong CO₂ adsorption capacity and the best H₂

### Table 3. Reduction peak temperature and peak area of the catalyst

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Peak a</th>
<th>Peak b</th>
<th>Peak c</th>
<th>Peak d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T (°C)</td>
<td>area (%)</td>
<td>T (°C)</td>
<td>area (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ-6:3</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>567 (3.4)</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>5437 (32.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ-5:4</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>125 (0.6)</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>7538 (37.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ-4:5</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>574 (3.0)</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>10270 (54.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 12. In situ DRIFT spectra of the CO₂ hydrogenation reaction on Cu-ZnO catalysts with different Cu:Zn ratios**
dissociation ability. It shows that Cu-ZnO plays a dual function in the CO$_2$ hydrogenation process. Moreover, Cu$^+$ is in the intermediate valence state, and combining it with ZnO can promote CO$_2$ reduction and H$_2$ oxidation.

**CONCLUSIONS**

A series of Cu/ZnO catalysts with different Cu/Zn ratios in the complex valence state were prepared by hydrothermal method using acetylacetonate salts as precursors. Then, the dual promotion effect of the acetylacetone precursor preparation method on CO$_2$ hydrogenation to methanol in the Cu-ZnO system was investigated. Furthermore, it was found that the acetylacetone precursor preparation method significantly improved the reactivity and reaction sites of Cu/ZnO methanol synthesis catalysts. Notably, the catalytic efficiency of all proportions of the catalysts by H$_2$ pre-reduction was lower than without reduction.

The results indicate that copper in the catalyst exists in the form of CuO, Cu$_2$O, and Cu with Cu$_2$O as the active substance. According to TEM observations, Cu$^+$ is a copper species that is more easily doped into ZnO. The higher the proportion of Cu$^+$, the better the adsorption performance of copper zinc catalysts for CO$_2$. Although Cu 100% catalysts with higher Cu$^+$ content cannot form a Cu$^+$-ZnO interface, their CO$_2$ adsorption ability is weak. In addition, the adsorption and dissociation ability of H$_2$ is also related to the formation of more Cu$^+$-ZnO interfaces. It forms more Cu$^+$-ZnO active sites by the hydrothermal method of acetylacetone precursor. It has good adsorption and dissociation ability for both H$_2$ and CO$_2$ during the catalytic process, which has a dual promotion effect on CO$_2$ reduction and H$_2$ oxidation during CO$_2$ hydrogenation to methanol due to the redox nature of its intermediate valence state.

In conclusion, due to the limited reduction capacity of acetylacetone, the Cu$^+$ percentage increases and then decreases as the Cu percentage increases. When the non-reduced CZ-5:4 catalyst with high copper-zinc dispersion has good performance and high stability for CO$_2$ hydrogenation to methanol. The acetylacetone precursors’ preparation method has industrial production prospects, and the Cu/ZnO catalyst can also be attempted to expand production to support it, but now it mainly focuses on the basic theoretical research of the reaction.

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL**

Complementary material for this work is available at http://quimicanova.sbq.org.br/, as a PDF file, with free access.
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